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Need For AMS for educational institutes. Below are few of them:

- RFID/Smart Cards Attendance Systems
- Attendance Reports/MIS/Alerts
- Student and Parents Dashboard
- Mobile App for Parents
- Periodical crucial data providence based upon school needs and requirements.
- Student and Parents Dashboard
- Notification Broadcasting Service
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Data to Secure Server

GPS Data to Secure Server

Data to Secure Server

SMS to Guardian
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Need For AMS

- Establishing continuous bridge between School and parents through AMS.
- Helping parents to have virtual vigilance on their kids even when they are away from them.
- Enabling schools to improvise more on key areas like quality of education. AMS will take care of all activities related to attendance.
- For gaining competitive advantage over other educational institutes/players.
- All above will help in better school and parents relationships/understanding which in turn will ensure higher growth for child.
Benefits of AMS installation

- Improved standards for quality education.
- Refining school management processes via advance automation.
- Robust System.
- Helping schools in going green.
- Easy availability of historic data.
- Automated attendance calculations and analytics.
- For gaining competitive advantage over other educational institutes/players.
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Service and Value Adds

- Disaster Recovery System.
- User friendly GUI system for attendance data analysis.
- Complete assistance in Hardware/System installation.
- Mass notification services for any unplanned event.
- Birthday wishes for all institute stakeholders.
- Advance notifications and gentle reminders in financials activities like fee collections.
- And to experience many more.....please give us chance to serve you once.
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Services and Support

- 24 x 7 on call and onsite support
- Demo installation of Biometric Attendance Management System and GPS services
- Manage data on secure servers
- Manage SMS and Data Packs
- Provide required hardware including RFID cards

Benefits of AMS installation
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